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Canada has a long history of scientific contributions to photogrammetry,
remote sensing and spatial information sciences. Since the 1972 Congress
of the ISP in Ottawa—the last time the Congress was held in Canada—
Canadians have held many ISPRS leadership positions: two Council
members; nine Technical Commission Presidents; several standing and
selection committees; many editors and editorial advisory board members
(currently nine); and many working group officers (currently 10).
The Congress will be hosted by the Canadian Remote Sensing Society
– Société Canadienne de Télédétection (CRSS-SCT). The CRSS-SCT is a
recognized international leader in geomatics that maintains partnerships
with other organizations in Canada and abroad. We wish to continue
Canada’s strong commitment to photogrammetry, remote sensing and
spatial information sciences by hosting the XXV ISPRS Congress in
Toronto in 2026.
Toronto is an ideal city to host the Congress. It is well connected with direct
flights to many destinations in Europe, Asia, Africa, South America and
North America. A wide range of accommodation is available including
hotels, Airbnbs and budget options at residences of Toronto Metropolitan
University (formerly Ryerson University) and the University of Toronto,
both within walking distance of the Congress venue, and York University.
There is easy and direct train access from the airport to downtown and
Toronto’s extensive transit network makes getting around very easy.
The proposed Congress venue is the world class Metropolitan Toronto
Convention Centre (MTCC) located in the heart of the city with many
nearby options for restaurants and entertainment.
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at Toronto Metropolitan University (formerly
Ryerson University).

Metropolitan Toronto Convention Centre

Contact: Derek Lichti, Candidate Congress Director
isprs2026toronto@crss-sct.ca
http://www.isprs2026toronto.com/
https://twitter.com/ISPRS2026TO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/isprs2026toronto/
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Our top priority is to stage a high-quality scientific
event. The theme of the Toronto Congress, “From
Imagery to Understanding”, encapsulates very well
the role of ISPRS scientific activities. Imagery, in
its many forms, is our primary data source. This
distinguishes us from other disciplines and defines
to a great extent how we work. Understanding can
be interpreted as the end goal of the work we do:
achieving greater awareness about the planet and
its diverse peoples to meet the many challenges we
face. This highlights the legacy we plan to establish
for the Toronto Congress: creation of materials
that can be used by the ISPRS community to
better promote to funding agencies and others the
important role that we play in the world’s economic
and environmental activities.
The Toronto Congress will be an in-person event so
that attendees can benefit from live participation in
the many aspects that make Congress attendance
such a valuable experience. However, we plan for a
virtual registration option to increase and broaden
participation. The Congress will feature daily
keynote speeches (to be livestreamed) followed by
parallel technical sessions, complemented by a full
social program to allow attendees to fully enjoy what
Toronto and the surrounding region have to offer.
Canadian Industry and government agencies fully
support our bid and the participation of industry

The growth of the Niagara region wine industry is in part thanks to thermal remote
sensing research done in the early-mid-1970s by the Canada Centre for Remote
Sensing working with viticulturists.
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from around the world will be a very important part
of the 2026 Congress. The support letters we have
received speak strongly of how hosting the Congress
will benefit the photogrammetry, remote sensing
and spatial information sector. Our legacy project
Canadian
will ensure that those benefits are realized
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A rich program for students and emerging
professionals comprising pre-Congress tutorials
and workshops, professional development activities
and social events is planned to ensure quality
engagement of future leaders in ISPRS scientific
activities. Last but certainly not least, the Canadian
Symposium on Remote Sensing— the world’s longest
running national symposium dedicated to remote
sensing—and the Indigenous Mapping Workshop
events will take place in parallel with the Congress.
Visit our website to learn more:
https://www.isprs2026toronto.com/
We hope to welcome you to Toronto in 2026 for the
XXV ISPRS Congress!

The Canadarm is an excellent example of the application of Canadian
expertise in photogrammetry.
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